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Good cop, mad cop: Nicolas Cage, Willem Dafoe

criminal Edward Bunker, who came to fame
playing Mr Blue in Reservoir Dogs (1991) – has
been described by Schrader as “beautifully manic”,
which is at least 50 per cent true. If anything, the
ﬁlm only loses traction in its less manic moments,
as in a middle section where the three ex-cons
try to connect with women. Troy offers to ﬂy a
hooker to Nice, but she’s less than dazzled as she’s
never heard of the place; a Japanese hooker gives
Mad Dog an unconsummated hand-job (“This
takes forever!” she complains); and Diesel chats up
an attractive (and seemingly non-commercial)
woman in a hotel bar, only to scare her off with

his unhinged behaviour. If this is aimed at pathos
it misses the mark, since we’ve been given no
reason to care about these caricatures and their
emotional hang-ups. Rather more diverting are
the ﬁlm’s blatantly farcical moments, such as the
trio got up in Halloween-style cop uniforms and
riding in a saloon with ‘POLICE’ scotch-taped to
its ﬂanks in erratically applied block capitals.
In brieﬁng his creative team, Schrader
has recalled, he told them, “We can make
any damn ﬁlm we want… The only thing
forbidden is to be boring.” In this at least
he has very largely succeeded.
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Cleveland, present day. Ex-con John McCain,
known as Mad Dog, stabs his ex-girlfriend to death
when she refuses to let him spend the night, and
shoots dead her teenage daughter. He meets up
with two fellow ex-cons, Troy and Diesel, whom
he met in jail. Since they’re all short of cash, Troy
(assuming the role of leader) contacts a Maﬁa boss,
El Greco, who points them towards Moon Man, a
drug dealer they can shake down. Posing as police
ofﬁcers, they arrest him at gunpoint; they take his
drugs stash, but have to leave without his cash
when the local residents start attacking them.
El Greco comes up with a more lucrative job. Fellow
mobster Chepe is owed $4m by rival gangster Mike
Brennan. Troy and his cohorts are to abduct Mike’s
one-year-old baby; for this they’ll earn $750,000.
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Mike, they’re told, will be away when they invade his
house. They ﬁnd the child with his nanny Carmen, but
a man arrives and Mad Dog shoots him. The man’s
wallet identiﬁes him as Jose Vasquez. Troy and the
others lock Carmen and the child in a deserted house.
El Greco tells Troy that ‘Vasquez’ was in fact Brennan
– he says he’ll try to square things with Chepe, who’s
furious. Mad Dog and Diesel take Brennan’s body to
a deserted coastguard station where Mad Dog has
already dumped the bodies of his ex-girlfriend and her
daughter. Diesel, wearying of Mad Dog’s self-pitying
monologue, shoots him dead. Troy and Diesel get into
a shootout with police in a supermarket car park;
Diesel is shot dead, Troy is beaten up and dragged
behind a police car. Later, Troy hijacks a couple and,
in a further shootout, is shot dead along with them.

Little was known of the relationship between
Ingeborg Bachmann and Paul Celan, two of
the most important German-language poets
(though not German) of the past century, until
the publication of their letters to one another in
2008. Their correspondence revealed an unlikely
friendship. Born in Czernowitz, Bukovina, a
then thriving cultural centre, Celan was a Jew
whose parents had died in the Nazi death camps.
She, meanwhile, had been raised in a middleclass family in Austria, the daughter of a Nazi
party member. When they ﬁrst met in Vienna
in 1948, Celan was already a highly regarded
poet. Bachmann, six years his junior, was still
writing her doctoral thesis on Heidegger, yet
to ﬁnd her own literary voice. They would
spend only a few months together before Celan
left for Paris, but from the encounter would
spring a 20-year correspondence: one that
was passionate and fraught with the tensions
of the post-war era. After their ﬁrst meeting
Celan sent Bachmann a poem, in which he
summons the spirits of ancient Jewesses to bless
this nascent relationship between a stateless
Jew and his Gentile lover, to “Adorn her with
the pain for Ruth, for Miriam and Noemie”.
This poem, ‘In Egypt’, opens Ruth
Beckermann’s The Dreamed Ones, an intimate,
elliptical marriage of ﬁction and documentary.
The ﬁrst lines are read aloud by an unnamed
actor (a mesmeric delivery by Austrian thespian
Laurence Rupp), while the camera lingers on the
sculpted face of a young woman (Anja Plaschg,
who performs in Austria’s alternative music
scene as Soap&Skin). The pair are recording
Celan and Bachmann’s letters for radio. The
location is Vienna’s renowned Funkhaus, but we
don’t realise this for some time, since for the ﬁrst
seven minutes of the ﬁlm we see nothing but the
faces of these actors, in close-up, as they read.
Positioned at microphones facing one another,
these actors close the distance that separated
Bachmann and Celan, yet the gap between
them still feels boundless. Each scrutinises the
other’s face for signs of a long-delayed response,
Dieter Pichler’s masterful editing collapsing a
lifetime of correspondence into a 90-minute
conversation. As Rupp and Plaschg read, DP
Johannes Hammel’s handheld camera seems to
breathe with them. It is as if they are possessed
by the poet lovers. When Plaschg reads a letter
from Bachmann excusing herself for a missed
encounter, Rupp’s lip curls into the suggestion
of a sneer, eyes hooded with contempt. Plaschg
herself seems evasive, upset: her eyes downcast
and teary. Eventually she asks for a break.
The pauses between readings both trouble
and redouble the bleeding of actor into character.
As they smoke, share a meal and chat, in a
series of mostly unscripted encounters, the
conversation is often banal; yet a curious tension
arises between the actors. At one point Plaschg
drapes herself across a lip-shaped sofa. On
another occasion the pair lie perpendicular to
one another the ﬂoor, listening to James Brown.
Rupp jokes that maybe theirs will be “a terriﬁc
collaboration in the end”. Both relationships,
however, are but brieﬂy glimpsed, full of
allusions we can’t understand, references
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to conversations we haven’t heard, books
and reviews we haven’t read. There is a
terrible row between Celan and Bachmann over
a family heirloom that features only in snatches
and is so divisive that it splits the soundtrack
from the image itself, as we watch Plaschg out of
character, alone and smoking, out of character
while her off-screen voice reads Bachmann’s
words. Celan pleads for a response, yet all he
receives is the same repeated phrase: “Are we the
dreamed ones?” Is this Bachmann’s repetition? Or
Plaschg’s? Or is it a clever trick of Beckermann’s?
A respected political ﬁlm-essayist,
Beckermann is the child of Jewish Holocaust
survivors and her previous ﬁlms have all,
after a fashion, explored the construction of
history, the legacy of the Shoah and questions
of migration and diaspora. This ﬁrst foray into
ﬁction might seem at ﬁrst a departure but both
Celan and Bachmann experience the push-pull
of homeland and the ramiﬁcations of WWII
in their separate ways. Their correspondence

offers an elegant rebuke to Adorno’s interdiction
on poetry after Auschwitz, but also a biting
commentary on the politics of the age. For
Bachmann, Vienna is a “hotbed of half measures
where one must be careful not to lose one’s
intellectual bearings”. The barb travels down the
centuries, ﬁnding an echo in Plaschg’s comment
that her fellow musicians are talented but
mediocre, sharing “a do-as-you’re-told mentality”.
Apart from a brief spell in Paris, Celan and
Bachmann never lived together. He married
the graphic artist Gisèle de Lestrange; she
took up with the Swiss writer Max Frisch
(the semi-autobiographical novel she wrote
subsequently, Malina, was ﬁlmed in 1991 by
Werner Schroeter, with Isabel Huppert as
Bachmann’s alter-ego). Still, their protracted
longing for one another provided a strange kind
of constancy. Beckermann’s ﬁlm shows us how
carelessly the world passes us by. Yet in Celan’s
haunting words to Bachmann, there was always,
“in the slipstream, thousandfold: you”.
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Vienna, the present. Over the course of a day two
actors, a man and a woman, record extracts from the
letters of the poets Ingeborg Bachmann and Paul Celan.
Bachmann and Celan met in Vienna in Spring
1948. The son of Romanian Jews killed in a Nazi
death camp, Celan was already a highly regarded
poet, travelling through Vienna en route to Paris.
Bachmann, whose teacher father had been an NSDAP
member, was six years Celan’s junior and at the time
still a student, working on her doctoral thesis.
After that ﬁrst meeting the pair were separated
until 1950, when they spent two months living together
– disastrously – in Paris. In 1951 Celan married the
artist Gisèle de Lestrange, much to Bachmann’s
grief. In 1957 Bachmann and Celan met again at a
symposium in Wuppertal, and resumed their affair,
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It’s virtually impossible to ﬁnd anything
approaching originality in the overstuffed teenmovie genre, and the premise of Kelly Fremon
Craig’s debut feature would not suggest there’s
any to be uncovered here. The story of a teenage
girl struggling to ﬁnd her place in the world has
informed myriad ﬁlms, from John Hughes’s
classic Sixteen Candles (1984) to occult drama
The Craft (1996), but the whip-smarts of writer/
director Craig’s screenplay, together with an
acerbic, authentic performance from Hailee
Steinfeld, means that The Edge of Seventeen is a
burst of breezy fresh air, with surprising depths.
Steinfeld is 17-year-old Nadine, a depressive
loner straddling the void between childhood
and adulthood, whose only source of happiness
is her best friend Krista (Haley Lu Richardson).
A meet-cute ﬂashback reveals how they bonded
over a caterpillar at a young age, their friendship
enduring through the pains of adolescence
and the death of Nadine’s beloved father. Their
bond is shaken to its core, however, when
Krista embarks on a relationship with Nadine’s
golden-boy older brother Darian (Blake Jenner).
Feeling as if she’s lost her rudder, Nadine
withdraws even further, conﬁding only in
cynical teacher Mr Bruner (a wonderful Woody
Harrelson), reluctantly engaging with smitten
classmate Erwin (Hayden Szeto) and lusting after
enigmatic bad boy Nick (Alexander Calvert).
The plot elements are undeniably generic –
this is, after all, the tried-and-tested road map
of the adolescent experience – but the ﬁlm’s
strength comes not from the familiar rite-ofpassage narrative but rather from the way in
which it’s presented. Steinfeld plays Nadine as an
intelligent, sarcastic, self-aware and, despite her
protestations of being an “old soul”, thoroughly
modern protagonist; plugged into the global
hive mind via smartphone, she believes she is
worldly-wise but lacks the experience to back it
up. A hilarious moment when she inadvertently
sends an explicit Facebook message to her crush,
with surprising results, illustrates the eroding
social barriers that today’s teens must navigate.
Like the ﬁlm itself, it’s a sequence played for
laughs but it reveals some poignant truths about
the changing nature of social interaction.
The Edge of Seventeen also acknowledges that
it’s not just romantic relationships that are
problematic for those on the cusp of adulthood,

although this phase of their relationship ended
after Bachmann began living with Swiss writer Max
Frisch, the following year. They continued to write
to one another for over twenty years, but Celan’s
letters took an increasingly sour tone: the result
of Celan’s feelings of persecution having suffered
false accusations of plagiarism. Bachmann moved to
defend him, but with little success. Celan committed
suicide in Paris in 1970. Bachmann died three years
later after a cigarette caused a ﬁre in her bedroom.
We watch the two actors at work, but also
during their breaks: smoking together, listening
to music, lunching and discussing the relationship
of the two poets. The ﬁlm is bookended by a
reading from Celan’s poem “Egypt” (1948), and
one from Beckmann’s novel ‘Malina’ (1971).
Hailee Steinfeld, Haley Lu Richardson
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